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Orders and Relative Pythagorean Closures 
M. Dickmann and F . Miraglia 
Introduction 
Our main topic here is the structure of orders on the Pythagorean closures of 
a non-Pythagorean formally real field. Following §3 of Chapter II of [Be2], if ° 
is a prime-closed extension of a formally real field F, then the intersection of ali 
O-real closures of F in 0, (OIF)*, is the largest Galois extension of F in 0, to 
which every order in F can be extended (Theorem 11.3.6 , p. 81). When ° is the 
algebraic closure of F, (OIF)* is the intersection of ali real closures of F; when 
° is the maximal 2-extension of F , (OIF)* is the Pythagorean closure of F (see 
also [Bel], Satz 10). The field (OIF)* is called the O-Pythagorean closure of F. 
Since a field with a finite Pythagorean extension is itself Pythagorean (see [LI], 
Exercise VIIl.17, p .254), (OIF)* is infinite dimensional over F, whenever F is not 
Pythagorean. It. seems natural to investigate the relations between the space of 
orders of F, that of (OIF)* and the Galois group of latter over the former. 
Section 1 discusses the natural bijective correspondence between orders on a 
field L and characters ofthe special group associated to L. We also present criteria 
guaranteeing that the morphism of special groups induced by the embedding of a 
field in an extension be injective and isometry preserving. 
In section 2 it is shown that, if LI F is a formally real algebraic extension, then 
the group of field automorphisms of L leaving F fixed, can be embedded in the 
group of automorphisms of the reduced special group of L. 
In section 3 we prove that if L is a formally real Galois extension of F, then the 
Galois group of L over F operates freely and continuously on the space of orders 
of L, and that the space of orbits of this action is closely related to the space 
of orders of the ground field. Moreover, if L is infinite dimensional over F and 
every order on F can be extended to L, then the orbits of the orders on L under 
this action, as well as the space of orders of L, are perfect compacts. (Theorem 
3.10) . When F is countable, we can do better : if L is a Galois extension of F , 
with Galois group T, and the canonical restriction map from the space of orders 
of L to the space of orders of X F' X L ~ X F' is surjective, then there is an 
isomorphism of T-spaces, between X L ~ X F and the trivial T-bundle over X F 
(Theorem 3.11). 
In section 4 we prove an isotropy reflection principIe between F and (OIF)*, 
phrased in terms of the reduced special groups naturally associated to these fields 
(Theorem 4.17). 
In all that follows, F denotes a fixed formally real field, often referred to as 
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t-he ground field. We work inside a fixed algebraic dosure of F, written F a ; thus, 
unless explicitly stated otherwise, ali fields herein are extension fields of F and 
subfields of F a . 
Let fl be a prime-closed extension of F. To simplify exposition, we write 
- FO for(flW)* , the fl-Pythagorean dosure of F; 
- F" for the intersection of all Pythagorean subfields of F a , that contain F . Thus , 
F" = (flW)* , where fl is the maximal 2-extension of F inside Fa; 
- F E for the intersection of ali real dosures of F in F a ; hence F E = (flW)*, where 
fl = F a . 
Clearly, F ç F" ç FO ç F E . Moreover, if L is a field , then 
f ç L ç FO :::} LO = FO. 
For a field L, let i be the multiplicative group of non-zero elements in L. As 
usual, write 
· 2 . 
L = {a 2 : a E L} and 
for the subgroups of i consisting of squares and sums of squares, respectively. 
Our basic reference for the Theory ofSpecial Groups is [DMl), although [DM2) 
contains the most of the needed material on these structures. 
1 Orders, SG-characters and Complete Embeddings 
We start collecting some basic facts about the reduced special groups associ-
ated to formally real fields, the majority of which appear in section 3 of chapter 
1 of [DM1) . 
. ·2 . 
Let Gred(F) = F fEF ; we write an element of Gred(F) as ap ' a E F. When-
ever context allows, we drop the reference to F from the notation. We define a 
relation = in Gred(F) x Gred(F), called binary isometry by the rule 
(=_) (--) (--) 'ff - - d { 3s,tEEF2 , u , v = x, Y 1 UV = xy an 
such that ux = s + (xy)t. 
We write I and -1 in Gred(F) as 1, -1 , respectively. 
For x E F, define 
· 2 
D(l , x) = {tI E Gred(F) : 3 s, t E EF , such that u = s + xt}, 
called the set of elements represented by (1, x) in Gred(F). With this in hand, 
an equivalent formulation of (=) is 
(=') (tI , v) = (x , y) iff uv = xy and ux E D(l, xy) . 
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Gred(F) is called the reduced special group of F where reducibiJity means 
that for ali a E P, , 
(a,a)=(I , I) iff a=1. 
Let J:.:2 = {I, -I} be the multiplicative subgroup of J:.:o A SG-character of 
Gred(F) is a group homomorphism, u : Gred(F) -+ J:.:2 , such that u(-l) = -1 , 
and for ali x E F, 
(ch) x E ker u implies D(l, x) ç ker Uo 
Write X F for the set of characters of Gred(F)o It. is a closed set in the product 
topology of t.he power 2Gred(F); hence, with the induced topology, it is Boolean 
space, with a basis of clopens given by finite intersections of sets of the type 
[x = 1] = {u E X F : u(x) = I} o 
For u E X F' define 
(C) Pa = {O} U {x E P : u(x) = I}, 
where O is the additive neutral of Fo Clearly, 'E,p 2 C P o Moreover, 
- a 
- If x , Y E Pa , then xy E Pa , because u is a homomorphism; further, smce 
x = (l/x), x E Pa iff l/x E Pa; 
- -1 ri. Pa , because u(-l) = -1; 
- For x E Pa , not.e that 1 + x E D(I, x); since u is a SG-character, we get (1 + 
x) E Pa o It now follows easily that Pa is closed under sumo 
- If x E P, then either u(x) = 1 or u(=x) = 1 (but not both); thus, Pu U -Pa = F 
and this union is disjointo 
Hence, Pa is a maximal cone in F, corresponding to the set of positive elements 
of a unique ordering on F (see section 803 in [Co], p o 309 ff)o 
Conversely, if P is the positive cone of an ordering S on F, define 
u p : Gred(F) -+ ~2, by 
For ali x E P, up(x) = 1 iff x E Po 
Note that u p(l) = 1 (1 E P) and u p( -1) = -1, because -1 ri. Po The above defi-
nition is independent of representatives in the same square class, since P is closed 
under products and contains Ep2 o The fact that P is closed under multiplication 
and P U - P = F, implies that u p is a group homomorphismo If u p (x) = 1 and 
that fi E D(l, x), then y = s + tx, where s and t are sums ofsquares in Fo Since 
'E,p2 ç P and P is closed under sums, we conclude that y E P and D(l, x) ç ker 
u p o Consequently, u p E X F o o 
It is easily verified that for alI maximal cones P in F and alI u E X F' 
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G"p" = O" and Pqp = P , 
establishing a natural bijective correspondence bet~een orders on F and SG-
characters of G (F). Note that if a1, .. . ,an E F, then the orders in which 
red . II 
ali a . 's are positive correspond exactly to the characters that are equal to 1 m a 
a .'s,\ < j < n. Thus, the Harrison set H (a1 , .. . , an ) , a typical basic clopen in the 
J --
usual topology on the space of orders of F, is taken to the the basic clopen (nj=1 
[a . = 1)) in X P : the natural correspondence between orders and SG-characters , 
dgscribed above, is ais o topological. 
Now suppose that F ç L is a field extension , with L formally real. There is a 
natural group homomorphism 
LpL : Gred(F) --+ Gred(L), given by Xp H XL' 
Observe that LpL takes -1 to -1. Moreover, if x, y E F , 
xp E D(l , Yp ) implies XL E D(l, YL), 
that is , lpL is a morphism of.special groups (SG-morphism) .. In general, LpL is not 
injective, for an element of F may be a sum of squares in L, but not in F. Note 
that for every O" E XL' composition with LpL yields a SG-character of Gred(F). 
Thus, LpL induces a map 
t* PL : XL --+ X p , 
that is, in fact , continuous. The next result gives equivalent sufficient conditions 
for LFL to be injective (compare with Theorem 5.2 in [DM1)) : 
Lemma 1.1 Notalion as above, lhe following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) Ali orders on F can be extended to orders on L. 
(2) lpL is injective and aU SG-characters of Gred(F) can be exlended to SG-
characters of Gred(L) . 
(3) For ali forms CP, 1/; over Gred(F) , 
cp =Gred(P) 1/; iff LpL * cp =Gred(L) LpL * 1/;, 
whereL pL *(al, .. . ,an ) = (LFL(aI), . . . ,LpL(an») (the imageof(al, ... ,an ) by 
LFL )·,. 
Proof. (1) {:::} (2) : Given the natural correspondence between SG-characters and 
orders, to show that (1) implies (2), it is enough to check that LpL is injective. 
If L PL (x p) = I, thenx is a sum of squares in L. If x was not in Ep2, by Artin-
Schreier, there would be an order on F in which x < O. Clearly, this order cannot 
be extended to L. Hence, xp = 1 and LpL is indeed injective. The converse 
is similar and omitted . The equivalence (2) {:::} (3) follows from Theorem 5.2 in 
[DMl]. O 
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Morphisms of special groups that satisfy condition (3) in Lemma 1.1 are called 
complete embeddings; conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent for reduced special 
groups in general. The reader can consult section Iof chapter 5 in [DM1] for more 
details. 
Example 1.2 By Lemma 8.3 .6 in [Co] (p. 312), if L is an odd degree extension 
of F , or a quadratic extension of the form F ( y'S), where s E 'E,F 2 , then t P L is a 
complete embedding. 
For odd degree extensions , a result of T. A. Springer (see Theorem 1I.5.3, 
pg.46 of [Se]), guarantees that the embedding t PL has an even stronger property, 
namely, that it reflects isotropy (see Proposition 4.14). <> 
Example 1.3 By Theorem 1I.3 .6 in [Be2], if n is a prime-c1osed ext.ension of 
F , t-hen every order on F can be extended t.o FO. Thus, tppn is a complet.e 
embedding. In particular, ali the SG-morphisms that come from the sequence 
F ç F" ç FO ç FI;, 
are complete embeddings. 
2 Groups of Automorphisms 
If L is an extension of F , write Autp(L) for the group of automorphisms of L 
that leave F pointwise fixed. If L is formally real and f E Autp(L) , define 
J : Gred(L) --+ G red(L), by J(a) = f-1 (a) . 
Note that ifa = b, then ab E 'E,j} , and so f-1(ab) = r1(a)r1(b) E r.i 2 . Thus, 
J is well defined. It is straightforward to verify that 
1) J is a SG-automorphism of Gred(L) , i .e., a bijective SG-morphism such that 
for ali x, y E i , 
X E D(l, 11) iff /(x) E D(l, J(Y» . 
. Moreover , the inverse of 7 is f-1 . 
2) /0 9 = 9 o 7 and IdL = IdGred(L )" 
3) L pL = J o t pL , that is , the foJlowing diagram is commutative : 
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Although t p L might. not. be inject.ive, an aut.omorphism of G red(L) that sat.isfies 
(3), is called an automorphism over For an F-aut.omorphism. Write AutF( Gred(L» 
for the group of F-aut.omorphisms of Gred(L). 
By Item (2) above, f H 7 is a group anti-homomorphism, from AutF(L) t.o 
Autp(Gred(L» . The reason for t.he defining 7 as above will become apparent in 
section 3. 
We shall use the following extension result, that can be extracted from the 
proof of Theorem 1.3 .2 in [BCR], particular1y the paragraphs before and after 
Lemma 1.3.3 : 
Proposition 2.4 Let L be an ordered field, with real closure L and let R be a 
real closed field. Then, any order embedding L ~ R 1 has a unique extension to 
an order embedding of L into R. <> 
Proposition 2.5 With notation as above, let L be a formally real algebraic ex-
tension of F . 
a) The following are equivalent, for f E Autp(L) : 
(1) For some order on L , f is an order automorphism of L 2; 
(2) For ali a E L, f(a) L = ãL ; 
(3) f = IdL · 
b) The anti-homomorphism f E Autp(L) H 7 E Autp(Gred(L» is injective. 
Proof. a) Clearly, (3) => (2) => (1). To show that (1) implies (3), let :S be an 
ordering on L, which is preserved by f. Write L for the real closure of (L,:S) 
in Fa. L being algebraic over F, L is also the real closure of ( F, :S Ip ). By 
Proposition 2.4, f has a unique extension to an automorphism 1 of L. On the 
ll.e. , a :::: O => h( a) :::: O. 
2 a :::: O => f (a) :::: o, 'V a E L. 
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other hand, because fl p = I d P and L is the real closure of F with the induced 
order, we must have T = fd[. It follows that TIL = f = IdL. 
b) Suppose that f , 9 E Autp(L) are such that 7 = g. Then , 
--I --
g o f = g o f-I = f-lo 9 = fdGred(L)" 
The preceding equation means that for alI a E L, [g I o f](a) = a. By (a), g-I o 
f = IdL , showing that f = g , as desired . O 
Remark 2.6 If we drop the assumpt.ion that our fields are formalIy real, there 
are perturbations of the identity by sums of squares, distinct from the identity. 
One example that comes to mind is the Frobenius automorphism, x >-+ xP , p an 
odd prime. O 
As observed in section I, the natural map inclusion of F into a formalIy real 
algebraic extension L , induces a SG-morphism lpL : Gred(F) -+ Gred(L), which 
in turn yields a continuous map l;' L : XL -+ X p' We may ask if there is a 
geometrical meaning to the fiber of l* PL over the points of Xp- Or equivalently, 
what is the geometrical meaning, for (T, T E XL' of the equation (T o lpL = T 
o lpL ' The answer is the content of the next Proposition . Before its statement, 
recall that an algebraic extension LI F is normal if every F-embedding of L into 
F a is an automorphism of L. Or equivalently, if every F-automorphism of any 
field containing L , restricts to an F-automorphism of L (see Corollary V.3 .9 in 
[Co]). 
Proposition 2.7 With notation as above, let L be a formally real algebraic ex-
tension of F. For (T , T E G red (L), consider the following conditions : 
(1) (T o lpL = T o lpL ; 
(2) The orders on L , associated to (T and T, respectively, coincide in F. 
(3) The orders on L , associated to (T and T , respectively, are conjuga te by a F-
automorphism of L. 
(4) There is f E Autp(L) such that T = (T o f. 
Then, (4) <=} (3) => (2) <=} (1). ff L is a normal extension of F , then aU four 
conditions are equivalent. 
Proof. (1) <=} (2) : It suffices to check that if (T E XL and J1 = (T o lpL then Pu n 
F = PJ.l' where p( .) is the maximal cone associated to SG-characters via relation 
(C) in section 1. But for ali x E F, we have 
[(T o lpL](xp ) = (T(xL ), 
and the desired conclusion follows immediately. 
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lt is clear that (3) is equivalent to (4) , as well as that these conditions imply 
(2) (or (1)). lt remains to show, for instance, that (2) implies (3). Suppose that 
(T and r are orders on L , that coincide in F . Let 
- F be the real closure of F inside F a ; 
- Lu be the real closure of (L , (T) inside F a ; 
- Lr be the real closure of ( L, T) inside F a . 
Since L is algebraic over F , it follows from Theorem 1.3 .2 in [BCR] - or P20po-
sition 2.4 and Zorn's Lemma -, that there are F-order isomorphisms Àu : F ----+ 
L and À : F ----+ L ; clearly, À = À o Àu- 1 is an F -order isomorphism from 
Cf T T T 
Lu onto Lr' Let fL : Luh/=I)----+ Lr(V-l) be the unique extension of À to an 
F-isomorphism, taking V-l to itself. By Theorem VIII.3.7 in [Co], we have pa = 
Lu{V-l) = Lr(V-l) and so fL is an F-automorphism of F a . Since L is normal , 
we conclude that ÀIL is an F-automorphism of L; by construction, ÀIL takes the 
order (T to the order r, as desired . <> 
With notation as in Example l.3 , we have 
Corollary 2.8 Let F be a formally real field and D a prime-closed extension of 
F . For all (T , r E X FO , the following are equivalent : 
(1) (T o LFFo = r o LFFo; 
(2) There is f E AutF(Ff!) such that r = (T o f. <> 
3 Galois Groups and Orders 
Let L be a formally real algebraic extension of F. We start by constructing a 
group homomorphism from AutF(L) into Homeo(XL) , the group of homeomor-
phisms of the space of orders of L . For f E A ut F (L), define f*: X L ----+ X L ' 
by (T J-t (T o f. 
7 
{±1} 
Note that f* is bijective, because the same is true of 7; (T o 7 is a SG-character 
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of Gred(L) because 7 is a SG-morphism; continuity of f. comes from the identity 
f. -1 ([a = 1]) = [J- I (a) = 1], 
which holds for all a E L. Since X L is a compact Hausdorff space and f. is a 
continuous bijective map, we have f. E H omeo(XL). Further, ld. = ldxL and 
(fo 9)*(0") = O" o (9 o f) = O" o (9 o 7) = (O" o 9) 07= f.(g.(O")), 
for alI f , 9 E Autp( L) and all O" E XL' Hence, f t---+ f. is a group homomorphism 
from AutF(L) into Homeo(XL ). 
Remark 3.9 a) Since we wished f t---+ f. to be a group homomorphism, it was 
necessary to define 7 as in section 2. 
b) For ali f E Autp(L), f. is, in fact, an isomorphism of abstract order spaces, 
because it is the dual of the SG-automorphism T O 
Theorem 3.10 Let L be a formally real Galois extension of F. Let T =deJ 
A ut F (L) be the Galois group of L over F. Then, 
a) The map 
T X XL ----+ XL' (f, 0") t---+ f.(O") =deJ f · 0", 
defines a free and continuous T -action on X L' 
b) lf X /T is the space of orbits of this T -action on XL' with the quotient topology, 
there i; a continuous injection w : X L/T ----+ X F' such that the following diagram 
is commutative : 
----... ~ XL/T 
with L. the continuous dual of the SG-morphism l F L : G red( F) ----+ G reAL) and 
PT the canonical quotient map. 
c) The continuous injection w is a homeomorphism iff l FL is a complete embed-
ding. 
d) lf [L : F] is infinite, every orbitof the action of T in X L' as well as X L itselJ, 
are perfect compacts. 
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Proof. Our basic reference for actions of topological groups on topological spaces 
is [Br], particularly Chapt.er 1. 
a) The displayed mIe will be a T-action on X L if for ali f , 9 E T 
(A) For ali rr E X L ' (J o g) . rr = f . (g . rr); 
(B) For all rr E X L' IdL · rr = rr; 
(C) (Freeness) If f . rr = rr , for some rr E XL' then f = Id. 
(A) and (B) are c1ear; for (C), suppose that f . rr = rr , for some rr E X L' If < 
is the order on L associated to rr, then f is an automorphism of the ordered field 
(L,:S;). By Proposition 2.5.(a), f = IdL , as required. 
We now verify that ( f , rr) >-+ f . rr is continuous, where T x XL has the prod-
uct topology. RecaI! that T is the projective limit of the finite groups AutF(I<), 
as I< ranges over the finite Galois extensions of F, contained in L (see Theorem 
V.6.6 in [Co]). For f E AutF(L), a basic c10pen neighborhood of f is given by 
V(J, I<) = {g E AutF(L) : f\K = g\K}, 
where I< is a finite normal extension of F contained in L. With t.hese preliminaries, 
let ai, ... , an be elements of L and suppose that (J . rr) E V =def n;=1 [a . = 1]; 
we must find a c10pen U containing f in T and a c10pen W containing rr in X L' 
such that (g, r) E U x W implies 9 . r E V. Let N be a finite normal extension 
of F, containing {ai, . .. , an }; it suffices, for example, to t.ake N as the splitting 
field of the minimal polynomials of the a. 's over F . Set 
J 
U = V(J, N) and W = n;=l (f-I (aj) = 1J. 
Since f· rr(aj ) = rr(J-l(aj» = 1, it is c1ear that rr E W. If (g, r) E U x W, we 
h ave 
For 1 ::; j :s; n, [g. r](aj ) = r(g(aj ». 
Hence, to show that g . r E V, it is enough to check that g-l(a j } = f-l(a j ). But 
this is immediate from the fact that, for 9 E V(J, N), f(a j ) = g(a j ), for alI 1 :s; 
j :s; n. 
As is the case for general actions, if we fix f E T , the above action induces the 
homeomorphism f* from X L to X L' 
b) Let X LfT be the space of orbits of the T-action on X L (see section 3, Chapter 
1 in [Br]). Let 
PT : XL --t XLfT 
be the natural projection. Recall that if rr EX L' the orbit of rr is the set 
T(rr) = {f. rr : f E T}; 
T(rr) is the equivalence class of rr under the equivalence relation 
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(J' '" T iff :3 f E TU . (J' = T) . 
As a set, XL/T is t.he set. of equivalence classes (or orbits) of this equivalence 
relation . We endow X L/T with the quotient topology induced by PT 
A subset of XL / T is open iff its in verse image by PT is open in XL. 
A subs: t A ç XL is invariant if f.(A) ç A, for alI f E T . For A ç XL' the 
sat.uratlOn of A is 
T(A) = UJET f.(A) , 
being the least invariant. subset of XL containing A. Since the f. are all home-
omorphisms, it is dear that if U is open in XL' the same is true of T(U). In 
particular, PT is continuous and open. By Theorem 1.3.1 in [BrJ, X dT is Haus-
dorff and compacto But we need a bit more, namely 
Fact 1. X L/T is a Boolean space and the diagram X L ~ X L/T has the following 
universal property : 
(*) 
If X L ~ Y is a continuous map such that for all y E Y, f-I (y) is 
invariant. in XL ' then, there is a unique continuous map TJT : XL /T ~ 
Y, making the following diagram commutative : 
PT 
----..... XdT 
Y 
Proof. Another way to view the saturation of a subset. A in X L is as the image, 
by the operation T x X L ~ XL' of the product T x A. Since XL is Boolean 
and Tis compact, we get that the saturation of any dopen set. is again dopen. To 
see this, tet V be a clopen set in XL . As already observed, T(V) is open; on the 
other hand , T(V) is the image by a continuous map of the compact set T X V, 
thus being compact in X L. Since a compact subset of a Hausdorff space is always 
closed , T(V) is c1osed . 
To show that X L/T is Boolean, it is enough to verify that alI of its opens can 
be written as unions of clopens. For U open in X L/T, write 
p:r1(U) = UiEI v:' 
where each Y; is clopen in XL. Since P:r1(U) is invariant, we have 
P:r 1 (U) = UiEI T(V;), 
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with each T( V.) c10pen in X L' 1t fo\lows easiJy from the definition of quotient 
topoJogy, that ~he image by PT of an invariant c10pen is a c10pen in X L/T. Thus , 
U = UiEI Pr(T(V;)) , 
is a rendering of U as a union of c1opens. To verify (*), for T((]') E XL/T, set 
TJr(T((]')) = TJ((]') ; then TJT is the unique continuous map making the displayed 
dlagram cornmutative. Details are left to the reader. 
As in section 1, the inclusion F ç L yields a SG-morphism 
LFL : Gred(F) -----+ Gred(L) , 
which in turn originat.es, by composition , a continuous map L. : X L -----+ X p ' By 
Proposition 2.7, for alI (]' , r E XL 
(1) L.((]') = L.(r) iff (]' o LFL = r o LpL iff T((]') = T(r), 
i.e. , ç'I(J.l) is a T-invariant (possibly empty) subset of XL' for alI J.l E X p ' By (*) 
in Fact 1, there is a unique continuous map w : X L /T -----+ X P' such that w o Pr 
= L • • 
PT 
Now observe that ifw(T((]')) = w(T(r)), then L.((]') = t.(r), which by (1) , implies 
T((]') = T(r), showing that w is indeed injective. 
c) Since we are dealing with compact Hausdorff spaces and w is continuous and 
injective, it is enough to prove that w is surjective iff L PL is a complete embedding. 
But we have 
w is surjective iff L. is surjective 
iff every ordering on F extends to an ordering in L, 
and so, w is onto iff lpL is a complete embedding (see Lemma 1.1). 
d) It is enough to prove that every orbit in XL is a perfect compact. Since the 
action of T is free , the isotropy subgroup of (]' in T , 
Ta = {J E T : f . (]' = (]'}, 
is equal to {I dd. Because Tis compact, Proposition 1.4.1 in [Br] guarantees that 
the map 
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T -+ T(a), f 0--+ f . (T, 
!s ~ hOI?eomo.rphisr:n , w~ere T(a) has the topology induced by XL ' When [L: FJ 
IS mfimt.e, T IS an mfimte compact. topological group, and the underlying space 
of any such group must be perfect.. But. then, T((T) is also a perfect compact, as 
desired. O 
When F is a countable field , we have 
Theorem 3.11 Lei F be a couniable formally real field. Lei L be a Galois 
exiension of F , such thai every order on F has an extension to L. Let T be the 
Galois group of L over F. Then, there is an equivariant homeomorphism, h : 
T X X F -+ XL ' such thai the following diagram is commutative 
T X XF 
h 
where 1f is the canonical projection and t. is the dual of the SG-morphism t FC 
Proof. If F is a countable field, then so is F a . Consequently, the normal algebraic 
extension L is also countable. Hence, 
- XL and and X F are Boolean metric spaces, since they are compact and have a 
countable basis of clopens, consisting of finite intersections of sets of the type [a 
= 1]. In particular , XL and X F are complete metric spaces. 
- The Galois group of L over F , T, is the project.ive limit of a countable family 
of finite groups , because there are only countably many normal fields between F 
and L. Therefore, T is a compact metrizable topological group. 
The stage is set for an application of 
Theorem A Ir X is a paracompact and zerO-dimensional Hausdorff space and Y 
is a complete metric space, then every lower semi-continuous function I}), from X 
to the closed, non-empty subsets of Y , admits li continuous selection . 
This result is due to E. Michael ([Mil]) ; Chapter 1 of [Pa] contains a nice 
exposition of this and related result.s . Writ.e 2Y for the set of closed, non-empty 
subsets of a topological space Y. 
Consider the continuous map t. : X L -+X F; since every order on F can be 
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ext.ended t.o an order in L , LFL is a complet.e embedding (Lemma 1.1) . Thus, L. is 
a surject.ion. By item (c) in Theorem 3.10, there is a homeomorphismw : XdT 
--+ X F ' such that w o PT = t • . Since PT is an open map, we conclude that the 
same is true of t • . RecaIl that by Proposition 2.7 , 
(1) For ali 7 E X F' Lo -1 (7) = T(cr), 
where cr is any extension of 7 to an order on L. Now define 
<I> : X F --+2xL , by <1I(7)=t.-1(7). 
Since L. is a continuous open map, it. follows from Examples 1.1 and 1.1* in Chapter 
1 of [Pa] (p. 3 and 4) , that <I> is lower semi-continuous . Since X F is Boolean and 
metric , it is paracompact and zero-dimensional; hence Theorem A applies, to yield 
a continuous S : X F --+ XL ' such that S(7) E Lo-1(7), for ali 7 E Xp- Define 
h : T x XF --+ XL ' h(f , 7) = f · S(7). 
If(f, 7), (g , J1.) E T x XF aresuch that f· S(7) = g. s(J1.), then , from (1) comes 
g-1 . (f . S(7» = s(J1.) => 7 = L.(g-1 . (f . S(7») = Lo(S(J1.) = J1.. 
Hence, since the action is free , (g-1 o f) . S(7) = S(7) implies that f = g. We 
have just verified that h is injective . Since it is clearly surjective, we conclude 
that h is bijective. To show that h is a homeomorphism it is, once again, enough 
to check continuity. Let V be an open neighborhood of f . S(7) in XL' Since the 
T-action is continuous, there is an open U in T , containing f , and an open W in 
XL' containing S(7), such that 
(2) (g,cr)EU x W implies g · crEV . 
Let W' = S-1 (W); by the continuity of s, W' is an open set in X F' Consider V' 
= U X W' ; clearly, V' is open in T x XF. But then , 
(g,J1.) E V' ==> (g,s(J1.» E U x W ~ g. s(J1.) E V, 
completing the proof that h is continuous. It. is straightforward that the diagram 
displayed in the statement is commutative. Note that for ali f E T and ali (g, 7) 
E T X XF, we have 
(3) f . h (g , 7) = f . (g . S ( 7 » = (f o g) . S ( 7) = h (f o g, 7). 
There is a natural T-action on the topological product T x XF, given by 
f· (g,7) = (f o g,7). 
Clearly, this action is free . Then , equation (3) guarant,ees that h is an equivariant 
map from T x XF to XL' completing the proof. O 
Since for ali prime-closed n cont,aining a formally real field F , F" is a Galois 
extension of F, to which every order on F can be extended, Theorems 3.10 and 
3.11 apply, ipsis literis , to this situation . 
We end this section with another proof that the orbits of the action of the 
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Galois of an infinite extension are perfect. Note that, sinee the Galois group 
operates by homeomorphisms , if an orbit af t.his aetion had an isolated point , 
alI of its points would be isolated (in the induced topology) . Sinee the orbit is 
eompact, that would imply that it must be finit e. Thus, t.o show that eaeh orbit 
is perfect. , it. is enough to prove 
Proposition 3.12 Let F be a formally real, Tlon-Pythagorean field, and let D be 
a prime-closed extension of F. Then, each order on F has, at least, continuum 
many dístinct extensíons to FO. 
Proof. Fix an order r in F. One should keep in mind the faet, due to Diller and 
Dress, that a finite extension of a non-Pythagorean field is also non-Pythagorean. 
Write 2n - 1 for the set of maps from {L 2, .. . , n} into {O , 1}, that take 1 t.o 
1. By induetion on n 2: 1, we eonstruet a sequenee of fields 
F = FI ç F2 ç .. . ç Fn ç Fn+1 ç ... ç FO, 
and a sequence of sets of 2n-1 distinet orders on Fn ' 
O n = {(T, : s E 2n-l}, 
such that 01 = {r} and for alI n 2: 1, 
i) Fn+l = Fn(~)' is a proper quadratic extension Df Fn' with a E Fn; 
ii) For alI sE 2n , (T, is an extension to Fn +1 of (Tt ' where t = sl{I ,2, ... ,n}' 
Suppose that Fn and O n have already been construeted and satisfy properties 
(i) and (ii), for ali 1 ~ k ~ n. Sinee Fn is a finit.e extension Df F, Fn eannot be 
Pythagorean . Thus, there is a E Fn , sueh that 1 + a2 is not a square in Fn' Set 
F = F (~) C FO . For t E 2n-1 , define the extensions of t by ° and 1, n+l n -
t ~ 0, t ~ 1 E 2n by 
{ t(k) if 1 < k < n t ~ O(k) = O 
if k = n + 1 
if 1 ~ k ~ n 
if k = n + 1 
Clearly, every s E 2n is of the form t ~ i , (i = O, 1), for some t E 2n-l . Now define 
{ the extension of (Tt to Fn+1 sueh that Vf+a2 < O if i = O 
(Tt -i = the extension of (Tt to Fn +1 sueh that Vf+a2 > O if i = 1 
and set O n+l = {(Tt - i : t E 2n and i = O, I }. It is clear that (Fn +l' O n+l ) 
satisfies the required properties. 
Let L = Un>l Fn ; any map h : N ---+ {O, 1} , sueh that h(l) = 1, determines a 
family of eompatible orderings 
(Fn , (Thl(l .. n}) 
in the tower {Fn n 2: 1}, which are alI extensions of r on F; this family of 
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compatible orderings defines an ordering cr h on L, whose restrict.ion to each Fn 
is cr h . Thus, cr h is an extension of T. Note that h =1= k implies cr h =1= (J"k ' 
I{l. > > >. n} 
because if n = min {j ~ 2 : h(j) =1= k(j)}, then, by construction, cr h and cr k are 
distinct on F . We have just shown that L has continuum many distinct orders , 
ali of which ;re extensions of r. Since F C L C Fo. , we have LO. = F o. ; hence, 
each order on L can be extended to F o. . Cons~quently , r has continuum many 
distinct extensions to F o. , ending the proof. O 
4 An Isotropy Reflection PrincipIe 
Definition 4.13 Let G ~ H be a morphism of special groups. We say that f 
reflects isotropy if for ali forms 'P = < ai , ... , an ) over G, 
f * 'P isotropic in H implies 'P isotropic in G, 
where f * 'P = (f(at) , ... ,f(an )) is the image form in H. 
The following result appears as Proposition 5.32 in [DM1] : 
Proposition 4.14 IfG ~ H refiects isolropy, then f is a complete embedding, 
i.e., for ali forms CP , 1/J, of dimension n ~ 1 over G, 
'P ==c 1/J iff f * 'P ==H f * 1/J, 
where ==C' == H denote lhe isometry relation in G and H, respectively. 
If G is a special group, write Sat(G) for the least saturated subgroup of G, 
t.hat is, 
where 2k = { ®:=l < 1, 1 ) 
I. 1 
if k > 1 
if k = O . 
A special group is formally real iff -1 ti. Sat( G). In this case, the quo-
tient GjSat(G) is a reduced special group, written Gred . There is a natural SG-
morphism 
7r : G -+ Gred , 7r(a) = ajSat(G) (the class of a modulo Sat(G)). 
For n-forms CP, 1/J over G, Propositian 2.21.(a) of [DMl] yields 
7r * 'P ==c 7r * 1/J iff 
red 
(*) 
If cP = < a}, .. . , an ) is a form aver Gred , since 7r is surjective, we can always find 
a n-form B in G, such that 7r * B = CP; B is called a lifting of 'P to G. 
Example 4.15 Let F be a field of characteristic =1= 2. As in section 3 of chapt.er 1 
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of [DM 1], we can associate to F two special groups, G(F) and Gred(F); the latter , 
we have already presented in section 1. To describe the former, set G(F) = F / F2 , 
and write â F for the square c1ass of a E F.We select .:::} F as the distinguished 
element of G(F) and write it as -1. 
~ ~ { ;b F = ~ F and 3 x , y E F (âF,bF ) =a(F) (êF ,dF ) iff 
such that ac = x 2 + y2 (cd). 
Then (G(F), =a(F)' -1) is a special group. Moreover, G(F) is formalJyreal iff 
F is formally real. In this case, the SG-morphism 1r is given by â F t-+ a F' where 
a F is the class of a E F modulo sums of squares; relation (*) above is a well-
known connection, due to Pfister, between the reduced and non-reduced theory 
of quadratic forms over F. When the field F ís clear from context, we drop íts 
mention from the notation. 
A field extension F ç L induces a SG-morphism, 'rJ FL : G(F) ---+ G(L), in a 
natural way : âF t-+ âL . When L is formally real, we have a commutative diagram 
G(F) 'rJFL ---_to G(L) 
(D) 
t FL 
As examples, we state some of the results we shall need, in the language of 
special groups . 
(I) A regular quadratic form over F of dimensíon n 2: 1, is isotropic iff it has 
a non-zero isotropíc vector in F n . In the language of special groups, let <p = 
(â l , ... , ân ) be a n-form over G{F). Then, 
<P =a ( 1, -1 ) EB À iff { 3 (tl, . .. ,t ... ) E Fn,not ali zero, 
such that 2:7=1 a;t7 = o, 
where À is a (n - 2)-form over G(F). Since a SG-morphísm preserves isometry in 
all dimensions, it is clear that the isotropy of <P in G(F) implies that of 7r * <P in 
Gred{F). 
(11) If L is an odd-dimensional extension of F, Springer's Theorem (Theorem 
11.5.3, p.46 of [Sc]) may be stated as 
(S) 'rJ F L reflects isotropy. 
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(111) Lemma VII.3.1 in p . 200 of [LI], can be phrased as follows : Let L = F(v'd) 
be a quadratic extension of F and let r.p be an ~nisotropic n-form over G( F) . If 
TJ . * r.p is isotropic in G (L) , t.hen there is a E F , such that FL 
(L) r.p =C(F ) â (1 , -d) EB À, 
where À is a (n - 2)-form over G(F). o 
Proposition 4.16 Let F be a formally real field. lf L is an odd-dimensional 
·2 
extension of F, or an exlension of lhe form F (,jJf) , where (3 E 'E,F , then the 
SG-morphism 
refiects isotropy. 
Proof. The met.hod of proof for both cases is similar, and so we t.reat them in 
parallel. Let L be a field extension of F , as in the st.atement. Let r.p be a form 
over Gred(F) such t.hat t FL * r.p is isotropic in Gred(L). Let O be a lift.ing of r.p to 
G(F) . By the commutat.ivity of the diagram (D) in Example 4.15, we have 
1r * (TJ FL * O) = lFL * (1r * O) = t FL * r.p . 
It follows that 1r * (TJ FL * O) is isotropic in Gred(L). By (*) above, there is a 
integer k 2: O such that 2k <9 (TJ FL * O) = TJFL * (2k 0 O) is isotropic in G(L). 
Now , 
a) If [L : F] is odd, then the formulation (S) of Springer's Theorem described in 
(lI) of Example 4.15, guarant.ees that 2k <9 O is isotropic in G(F) , that is , there is 
a (n - 2)-form ç over G(F) , such that 2k <9 O =C(F) (1, -1) EB Ç; then , since 1r 
is a SG-morphism , we get. 
71" * (2 k <9 O) = 2k <9 (1r * O) = 2k <9 r.p =Gred(F) (1, -1) EB (71" * O, 
showing that 2k <9 r.p is isotropic in Gred(F). Since Gred(F) is a reduced special 
group, Proposition 1.6.(e) in [DM1] yields the isotropy of r.p in Gred(F) , as desired . 
b) Suppose that L = F(,jJJ) , with (3 E 'E,p2 . If 2k <9 O is isotropic in G(F) , the 
same reasoning as in (a) will show that r.p is isotropic in Gred(F). If 2k <9 () is 
anisotropic in G(F) , formula (L) in item (I1I) of Example 4.15 applies , to yield 
an element a E F, such that 
k - ~ ~ 2 <9 O =C(F) a ( 1, -(3) EB À, 
·2 ~ 
where À is a (n - 2)-form over G(F). Since (3 E 'E,F , 1r(-(3) = - (3 = -1 In 
Gred(F) . But then , taking the image of this isometry by 1r, we get 
2k <9 r.p =Cred (F) ã (1 , -1) EB (71" * À) =Cred(F) (1, -1) EB (1r * >.) , 
and , as above, r.p must be isotropic in Gred(F), completing the proof. O 
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We now have 
Theorem 4.17 Let F be a lormally real field and O a prime-closed extension 01 
F. Then, the natural map lFFo : Gred(F) --+ Gred(FO) reflects isotropy. 
Proof. We start with the following 
Fact 1. Let F ç L ç N ç FO be fields, such that N is Galois over L, with index 
2n , n 2: 1. Then, there is a tower of fields 
L = Lo ç LI ç . .. ç Ln = N, 
such that L;+1 = Li(jii.L where /3i E Ei/. 
Proof. First suppose that TI = 1 and write N = L(a), a E N . Let p(X) = 
X 2 + aX + b be the monic irreducible polynomial of a over L. It is clear that 
p(X) splits into linear factors in N C FO. Since LO = FO, this means that the 
discriminant of p(X) , a2 - 4b , mustbe positive in ali O-real closures of L . By 
Theorem 11.2.4 (p. 78) of [Be2], ali orders on L are induced by a O-real closure of 
L. Thus, vve must have a2 - 4b = /3 where /3 is a sum of squares in L. From b = 
a2 /3 4 comes 
p(X) = X2 + aX + b = (X + a/2)2 - /3/4, 
and so N = L(.J73), as desired. Now, proceed by induction. If the result is true 
for (n - 1) 2: 1, since the Galois group g of N over L is a 2-group, it follows from 
the Corollary to Theorem 1.6.3 (p. 25) in [La], that g has a normal subgroup, gl' 
of index two. Let K be the fixed field of g 1; then K is normal over L of degree 
2n-l, while N is of degree 2 over f{. Thus, the induction hypothesis implies the 
desired tower of quadratic extensions. 
Next, we show 
Fact 2. Suppose N is a finite Galois extension of F, inside po. Write [L : N] = 
2n d, where d is odd. Then , there is tower of cxtensions 
F ç K = Ko ç K 1 ç . .. ç Kn = N, 
such that [K: F] = d and for 1:S i:S n, Ki = K i _ 1(j!i.), with /3i E Ek~_I. 
Proof. If [N : L] is odd, there is nothing to prove. If not., let. S be a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of g, the Galois group of N over F. Let K be the fixed field of S. By 
Theorem VIII.1 .2 (p .194) in [La] , N is a Galois extension of K, with Galois group 
S. Thus, [N : K] = 2n , [K : N] = d and the existence of required tower follows 
directly from Fact 1. 
To finish t.he proof, let 'P be a n-form over Gred(P) , such that tFFo * 'P is 
isotropic in Gred(pO). Thus, there is a (n - 2)-tuple ofnon-zero elements in FO, 
(Z3 , . .. , Zn ) , such that 
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(1) 
Let N be a finite normal extension of F , such that {z3' ... , zn} ç N. Since NO, = 
F o" any order on N can be ext.ended t.o F o, . Thus, tNFo is a complete embedding 
(Lemma 1.1). Moreover , tFFo = tNFo o tFN , that is, the following diagram is 
commutative : 
Thus, we may rewrite (1) as 
LNFo * (L FN * cp) =Gred (Fo) LNFo * ((1 , -1) (1:) ((Z3)N , ... , (Zn)N)). 
Since LNFo is a complete embedding, we conclude that 
LFN *cP =Gred (N) (1,-1) (1:) ((Z3)N , ... ,(Zn)N), 
i.e., LFN * cp is isotropic in Gred(N) . Let F ç I< ç I<l ç ... ç I<n = N, be the 
tower of fields of Fact 2. This tower originates a sequence of SG-morphisms 
Gred(F) ~ Gred(I<) ~ Gred(I<I) . .. Gred(I<n_l) ~ Gred(N), 
where L. = LK . K' 1 < j < n; furthermore , LFN = L o L 1 o ... 0 LFK . But J )-1) - - n n-
by Proposition 4.16, L FK and each of the Lj'S reflect isotropy. It follows that the 
same must be true of LFN , and so cp is isotropic in Gred(F) , ending the proof. <> 
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